
The LEDGO G260 and LEDGO G160 RGB Studio Panel Lights offer a wide 
beam spread that makes it a great choice for all-around use. 

G SERIES RGB STUDIO LIGHTS

The panel has a colour temperature range 
of 2700 to 7500K to meet ambient light 
challenges, match other fixtures, or just for 
creative expression. The LEDGO G series 
lights have a high CRI rating of 95.

The lights are dimmable and have an RGB, 
RGBW, and Tungsten mode that gives the  
user access to custom colours. 

Colour and light intensity can be adjusted 
manually on the fixture as well as remotely 
from a console via DMX or wirelessly with a 
2.4 GHz remote control or a Wi-Fi app. 

The G series lights run on mains power via the 
included power adapter and can also run on 
batteries when required thanks to its V-mount 
battery plates. A wheeled flight case is also 
included for easy storage and transportation.

SPECIFICATIONS & LIGHTING EFFECTS

G160 G260

Dimensions (mm): 548 x 609 x 148 858 x 613 x 148

Weight (kg): 6.7                                  11

Power (W): 160 260

Max. Lumens: 10,880 18,617

Colour Chase

Storm

Candle

Monitor

Soft Disco

Multi Flash

Hard Disco

Police Car



OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
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LEDGO Honeycomb Louver for G160 & G260 
The Honeycomb Louver from LEDGO limits the 

spread of light from the lighting fixture and helps 
to diffuse and direct light with minimal loss of light 

from the center of the beam. 

LEDGO LG-L280 Lighting Stand
Ideal for the G series lights, it has a  

maximum height of 1.8m and 16mm (5/8”) Spigot.

LEDGO Flight case (Supplied as standard)
The G series heavy duty Flightcase from LEDGO is 
supplied with both light panels as standard, with 

roller wheels and two carrying handles making the 
lights easily transportable and well protected. 

CORE SWX FLEET-D2S
Dual V-Mount Fast Simultaneous Li-Ion Charger. 

Charges two 98wh battery packs in 2.5hr.

CORE SWX HYPERCORE XL V-MT  
293wh Hi-Draw Li-ion V-Mount Battery Brick.


